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It was the year of the Lord’s Anno Domini 1665 South-east
part of Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was in fire, the ruins of
cities and villages were like scabs of this once beautiful land. The
biting smoke, the smell of war and human misery hovering in the
air, fluttered with the wind. Old people said that wraiths and ghosts
returned to their old places, and flocks of dire wolves roamed the
roads. It was said that the witches were preparing their Sabbath
again, and the devils swarmed out of the swamps and hollowed
out old trees to feed on the dead. Bandits of Tartars, Cossacks
or ordinary thugs attacked travelers, mercilessly robbing and
murdering. Only one who had a saber at his side, a pistol in his hand
and a prayer on his lips, could survive. It was a time of lawlessness,
fighting, honor and adventures. Only the most courageous or
desperate ones ventured into these wild and secluded areas of
the Commonwealth. Many different people also came in these
parts. Ones to do justice, others for fame and glory in battle, and
yet others just to enjoy themselves. There were those who sought
revenge, redemption or lost love.
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Saber and Blood is a board game for
up to 4 players taking place in the 17th
century on the south-east borders of
the Polish-Lithuanian commonwealth.
Each player controls a band of three
characters that got into a vicious
fight with one another. The game is
played with miniatures on an 8x8

squares board. Players command their
characters by playing cards strategically
from their unique faction decks and fight
using custom fencing dice. Every game
players chooses a scenario to play, each
with its own unique set of special rules
and win conditions.
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12 cards Tavern deck
6 action tokens
Haste tokens
Bolster tokens
Weaken tokens
Stun tokens
52 cards Polish Nobles deck
+ 8 skill cards
Wound tokens
Poison token
Slow tokens
Special point tokens

12. Initiative token
13. Fire token
14. Treasure token
15. 2 sets of fencing skill dice
16. Ready tokens
17. Defense tokens
18. 2 sets of fencing stance dice
19. 6 character miniatures
20. 4k6 dice
21. 52 cards Cossacks deck + 8 skill cards
22. 6 character sheets, 3 for each faction
23. Gaming board

The player with the longest mustache is
the one who receives initiative during
the first turn, and is given the initiative
token as a symbol of this. Alternatively
you may throw a d6 to determine who
receives initiative. The player who has
initiative is the first player to become
the active player during the turn.
Players choose the factions they want
to play with and then the three basic
characters from that faction; they place
the corresponding character sheet cards
in front of them. Put onto the characters’
sheets the appropriate starting amount
of special points printed on the
characters sheets (described later in
detail). Put 1 action token (green side
up) onto each character sheet. Each

player receives one command point die
(a d6) and a set of 7 fencing dice:
3 fencing stance dice and 4 fencing skill
dice (in a game of more than
2 players, players share fencing dice).
All the characters start the game on the
squares specified in the scenario the
players decided to play. Then each player
shuffles his faction’s deck of command
cards, places them face down, and draws
5 cards. Each player starting with the
one with initiative may decide once to
shuffle his hand of cards back to his deck
and draw a new hand of 5 cards. Players
then shuffle the deck of location cards
(appropriate to the location they are
playing on) and put it face down, on the
side of the board.

example of game set up
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The game is played in turns. Each turn is divided into three phases, which
look as follows:

Regaining command points phase

Each player sets his command points total to 6 (on their command points dice)
unless another game effect changes this value.

Acting phase

In this phase starting with the player with the initiative, players execute one
operation – they play a command card or they pass, until each player as an
operation chooses to pass.

Cleaning up and drawing cards phase

In this phase each card that has ended
its effect or lasted till the end of the turn
is put into their owners discard pile (or
the discard pile of the deck of location
cards). The discard pile is formed
besides the deck of cards the card
belongs to, cards are put in it face up
and all players may view these cards at
any time. Then each player draws cards
equal to the amount of command points
they have left in this turn, but not more
than the amount of characters with
whom they started the game (additional
characters who they gained during the
game do not count) and still have in the
game +1. During this phase (and only this
phase) each player may choose to draw

up to one card from the deck of location
cards. This card counts to the number of
cards you may draw during this phase.
If a player runs out of command cards to
draw, he should immediately shuffle his
discard pile and form a new deck to draw
cards from, the same applies to the deck
of location cards. After drawing, the
limit of cards on each players hand is
7, any number of cards above this
number must be discarded (players may
have more than 7 cards in their hands
during the rest of the turn, only now
they have to discard to 7). After this
phase the turn ends and the initiative
token is handed over to another player
clockwise. A new turn begins.

The player with initiative (the player
with the initiative token) becomes
the first active player in the turn and
is the first to perform one operation.
The active player may perform as an
operation to play a command card or to
pass. Next the player on his left becomes
the active player and performs one
operation. Players consecutively become
the active players until all players, one
after another, choose to pass as an
operation. In this situation this phase

immediately ends and the next phase
starts. A player who passed while being
the active player may choose to play
a card the next time he becomes the
active player; passing means only that
he skips to play a card, it doesn’t mean
that he may not become the active player
again (he won’t become one if all other
players also choose to pass because
then the phase will end). Remember
that only the active player may perform
operations (play a card or pass).

Operations

Playing a command card
The active player chooses a card in his
hand he would like to play, reveals it,
and lowers the amount of his remaining
command points on his command point
dice by the command point cost printed
on the card. A player may only play
a card if he has a sufficient amount of
command points left. Each player may

play as many cards as he likes during
a turn as long as he has enough command
points to pay their cost (remember that
you may play only one card while you
are the active player and only one per
activation). Cards that have a point cost
of “0” can be played even if a player has
no points left.

Command cards
Each player has his own deck of
command cards. The deck of cards of
each faction is different. The text on
the card is referred to as its effect and

command
point cost

is being played out after the player has
chosen that card to play, declared the
target of the cards’ effect (if it needs
to be declared) and payed its full cost.
Location cards are also considered to
be command cards and follow all the
same rules. There are three types of
command cards in all decks: action,
stance and interference each serving
a specific function in the game:

card’s name
and faction it
belongs to

card’s type,
and effect
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Action
In order to play out the effect of this type
of card choose one of your characters and
apply to it its effect. Some cards allow you
to play an action card onto an opponent’s
character, those cards specify this
clearly in their text. During a turn each
character may perform only one action,
regardless of whom (you or an opponent)
has played the effect which has made
the character perform that action. The
duration of the action lasts until all the
effects of it and any other optional effects
that the player might want to use during
his action has been played out. Players
don’t have to use all effects that they
receive from playing an action card (for

even any of their movement points), the
“command cards effects” section of this
rulebook specifies which effect you may
use and which you must apply during
your action. All effects on the action
card last only during that action unless
the text on the card or the particular
effect used states otherwise. After
completing an action with a character
flip the action token on his character
sheet to the reverse side to indicate that
this character has already performed an
action during this turn.

example they don’t need to spend all or

Stance
In order to play out the effect of this
card choose one of your characters and
attach to it the stance card you have just
played; from this moment the whole
effect of this card is applied to that
character. Some stance cards allow
you to play them on your opponent’s
characters, those cards specify this
possibility clearly in their text. Onto
each character only one stance card
can be played during a turn, regardless
of whom played that card. A character
who has received a stance card during
a particular turn may still perform
one action during that turn. The same

applies to a character that has already
performed an action; you may still play
a stance card onto him. The stance card
and its effect remain in play (they don’t
get discarded during the cleaning up
phase) till the text on the card says so,
or till someone plays a new stance card
onto that character, which immediately
forces the previous stance card to be
discarded. Each character may possess
only one stance card attached to it at
one time, the new stance card always
replaces the previous one (remember
only one stance card can be played per
turn onto one character).

Interference
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Interference cards can be played like
any other cards and the target of their
effect is always specified in the text of
the card. Each player may play as many
interference cards as he wishes (as long
as he has the required command points
and only when he is the active player)
during a turn and on each and every

character may be played any number
of interference cards during a turn.
Interference cards do not influence the
number of action or stance cards one
can play on a character during a turn.
Some interference cards state that they
remain attached to a target character; in
such case they remain in play attached

to that character until another cards’
effect tells you to discard that card or
the text on the cards specifies when to
discard that card. There is no limit to
how many interference cards a character
may have attached to it at any given
moment, they do not influence the
one stance card per character limit.

Interference cards that stay in play are
put next to the game board and their
effect is active for as long as they stay in
play. They become discarded at the time
the card text specifies it or when another
card allows that card to be discarded,
otherwise they stay in play until the end
of the game.

Special point cost
Some command cards have an additional
special point cost that has to be paid in
addition to the regular command point
cost in order to play the card onto
a character (for example “Action (Fury
2):” means that this action requires
additionally 2 Fury points to be spent in
order to play it on a character). Special
points are points that characters possess
and each character starts the game with
a given amount of this points (printed on
the character sheet). That value is only
the starting sum and does not represent
their maximum (there is no maximum
of special points amount a character
may have). To play a card on a character

This card costs 2 command points
(upper right corner) to play and an
additional 2 fantasy points (bottom
right corner) has to be spent by
the character onto with this card is
supposed to be played.

that requires special points pay (remove
special point tokens from the character’s
sheet) the required amount of points
with that character (in addition to
the command points required). If that
character has insufficient amount of
special points to his disposal then
that card may not be played onto that
character. Some interference cards
require you to spend an amount of
special points collectively with your
characters, in that case you may pay the
cost in any way you like (the whole cost
may be covered with points from one
character or you may divide the cost
as you like between your characters).

This card costs 2 command points (upper right
corner) to play. In addition when playing this
card the player may decide to spend 1 fury
point (bottom corner a 1 with a *) from his
character that this action is played upon to an
additional “bolster 1”, to this action.
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Some command cards have an optional
special point cost that you may but
you don’t have to pay while playing the
card (example; “Action: 2 movement
points (Fury 1): 1 attack”: means that you
get 2 movement points only if you pay
the regular command point cost and if
you decide to pay the additional 1 Fury
special point you also receive 1 attack).
If you decide to pay the special point
cost apply the additional effect of the

card in case you did not ignore the extra
effect. You may pay the extra cost only
during playing the card not latter during
the playing out of the card. Each faction
has its unique type of special points
(like for instance Fantasy of the Polish
Nobles, or Fury of the Cossacks) that it
gains and may spend in specific for the
faction ways (described in the faction
section of this rulebook).

Standard action
Each command card can be played
accordingly to its regular point cost and
card text, or as a standard action. In
order to play a card as a standard action
choose any card in your hand, declare
you want to play it as a standard action,
pay 1 command point and discard that
card (ignore any text and effect on the
card) and play out with one of your
characters one of the following:
· Action: 2 movement points
· Action: 1 movement point, 1 attack
· Action: become ready after the end

of this action
· Action: this character receives a
defense token
Playing a card as a standard action is
still considered as having played out
a card and can be done only when you are
the active player. The standard action
is a regular action for all instances and
purposes so it counts to the 1 action
limit per turn. Additional effects from
other in game effects may be added to
this action as to any other action.

Pass
Instead of playing a card a player may
decide to pass. An active player, who
wishes to pass, says out loud that he
passes and the next player on his left
becomes the active player. If every
player one after another chooses to
pass, the acting phase ends. If even

one player decides not to pass but
to play a card then one player after
another becomes again the active
player (in clockwise order) and may
decide again whether to pass or to play
a card. Only when all consecutively
decide to pass the phase ends.

Conflicting rules
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Rules on the cards may (and are
intended to) conflict the general rules
in this rulebook. In case of this situation
the effect on the card takes precedence
over general rules. If two or more effects
on cards are at conflict with each other
then the effect on the card that has

been played last takes precedence over
the other. If two or more effects are
supposed to trigger at the same time
then the effect of the active player
is played out as the first and then
accordingly next players’ effects are
played out in clockwise order.

Spending movement points
Movement of the characters on the board
is made possible thru acquiring and
spending movement points. The main
source of acquiring movement points is
from action command cards but there
are some exceptions (for example some
interference cards). Movement onto
any adjacent (all 8 squares surrounding
a square) costs 1 movement point,
movement diagonally is permissible.

Characters do not need to spend all
movement points available. Movement
points may be spent in any combination
and divided as wished with other effect
that you may (not must) use during
a turn (for example part of a characters’
movement points before and part
after an attack). Characters may not
trespass or end their movement on other
characters (friendly or opponent).

Objects on the board

Obstacles (yellow): Barrels, wardrobes,
bar counter. A character may move thru
obstacles but may not end its movement
on it. A character may not move onto
a space with an obstacle if he has
insufficient amount of movement points
left to leave that space. Characters may
be pushed thru or moved thru an object
but these effects may not cause him to
end up in a space with an obstacle.
Tavern’s pillars (red): The tavern’s
pillars are inaccessible spaces on the
board, characters may not move thru, be
pushed thru, or end up in any way on
a space with a pillar.

Fireplace (black): No character may enter
the space with a fireplace by spending
movement points. A character may be
pushed in and thru or moved onto the
space with a fireplace.
If a character ends (not only is pushed
thru or moved spaces thru) in a space
with a fireplace, he immediately receives
1 wound. Then the player to whom this
character belongs, places him on an empty
space adjacent to the fireplace, if no
adjacent empty space is to be found then
that character is immediately defeated.
Tables, chairs, door and windows: They
have no effect on the game, there are some
scenarios that use these objects.
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Attack

A character may use the attack effect
to attack an opponent character on an
adjacent space, when this happens the
two characters begin to be in combat
with one another (only these two
characters are considered to be actually
fighting in this combat). To play out
a combat you will need the fencing dice.
Each player receives his own set of
7 fencing dice, 4 fencing skill dice (low,
medium, high, master), and 3 fencing
stance dice (attack, dodge, feint). Both

players whose characters are fighting in
combat secretly choose one of the fencing
stance dice they want to use during this
combat; attack, dodge or feint. Next
they both simultaneously reveal the
chosen fencing stance dice, then take the
appropriate level of fencing skill dice
(explained later in this rules chapter),
and then they both roll their two dice
(the fencing stance dice, and fencing
skill dice). By the result of the rolls they
determine the result of combat.

Fencing skill dice:
low, medium,
high, master
Fencing stance dice:
attack, dodge, faint

Choosing the fencing skill dice

Each character has a skill level assigned
to each fencing stance (attack, dodge,
and feint). The fencing skill dice
represent4 levels of skills in fencing in
a particular fencing stance. If no other
effects are active (like bolster, weaken
or friendly character support) each
character always rolls the fencing skill
dice associated to the particular fencing
stance printed on his characters sheet.
Each bolster raises all levels of fencing

skill dice 1 up, and each weaken lowers all
levels by 1 down. The lowest level
a character may roll is “low”
, and the
highest is “master”. Any effect that would
lower or raise the level above these values
is ignored. Some effects, which modify
the level of the particular fencing stances
(for example only attack), are taken into
consideration only when a character
chooses that stance in combat.

The basic skill values associated with the
fencing stances. Jeremiasz basic skills are:
· medium on attack stance
· high on dodge and feint stance
A player has made an attack against an
opponent’s character with Jeremiasz
and started a combat this way. He
secretly chose as his fencing stance
dodge (the dodge fencing stance die).
Normally he would roll the high skill die
with his dodge stance die (that’s he’s
basic value for this stance printed on his
character sheet), but he also possesses
one weaken token and a card attached
to him that gives him +2 to the dodge

stance, giving him altogether a +1 level
up (-1 from the weaken token and +2 from
the stance card) to his dodge skill die,
resulting in choosing the master skill dice
instead of the high skill die. As a result in
combat he will roll the dodge stance die
together with the master skill die.
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Supporting characters

Supporting characters: Each supporting
friendly character gives bolster 1 at the
beginning of combat to the character
he supports in combat. In order to
support, a character must be adjacent
to the opponent’s character that is in

combat with a friendly character, and
not adjacent to any other opponent’s
character. Both sides of a combat can
receive such a support regardless of
whom attacked. Players may decide not
to give support to their characters.

Character 1 and A are in combat. Character
1 receives bolster 1 because he is supported
by friendly character 2, who is adjacent to
the opponent’s character A, who is in combat
and not adjacent to any other opponent’s
character. Character B cannot support
character A because he is not adjacent to the
opponent’s character 1 who is in combat.

Character 1 and A are in combat.

Characters 2 and 3 although adjacent
to the opponent’s character A who is

in combat, stand adjacent to another
opponent’s character B, who blocks
their possibility to support.

Dice results

There are two types of dice: the fencing skill dice and the fencig stance dice

Each
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Fencing skill dice

rolled on this dice ads 1 to the player’s overall score.

Fencing stance dice

There are three types of these dice: attack die, dodge die
and feint die. Each player chooses secretly one of this dice,
then simultaneously reveals them and throws it together
with the appropriate skill die. The fencing stance dice have
advantages over one another:
· The attack die has advantage over the feint die
· The feint die has advantage over the dodge die
· The dodge die has advantage over the attack die
If both players choose the same fencing stance die then no
die has advantage!

Symbols on the fencing stance dice:

There are three types of symbols on each stance die: the advantage symbol, the
special symbol and the unique symbol.
Advantage symbol ∆

Each advantage symbol ∆ ads 1 to
the overall score, but is taken into
consideration only when the die with this
symbol has an advantage (for example if

Player 1

Player 2

it’s on the dodge die when your opponent
has chosen the attack die). If the die has no
advantage these symbols are not added to
the overall score of the dice throw.

Player 2 chooses the dodge die while his opponent player
1 chooses the attack die, so the dodge die of player 2 has
advantage. Player’s 1 score is 2 because he counts only
the symbols on his skill dice, his advantage symbols don’t
count (his die has no advantage). Player’s 2 score is 3
(2 on the dodge die, and 1 on the skill die) because he adds
his advantage symbols to his overall score (his die has
advantage), so he’s the winner of this combat.
Special symbols

Each fencing style dice has its own special symbols that influence combat in
a specific way:

The special symbols on
the fencing skill dies.
Attack die special symbol (extra wound)
For each special symbol on this die, player’s character inflicts one
additional wound if he wins combat (additionally to the one wound
inflicted when winning).
Dodge die special symbol (dodge)
For each special symbol on this die, player’s character receives one
less wound during this combat.
Feint die special symbol (reroll)
For each special symbol player may choose one his or his opponents’
die and reroll it, but only once each die per combat (also a die that
has been changed thru the unique symbol on a feint die may not be
rerolled during this combat). This symbol is played out after the
change symbol (unique symbol of the feint die) but before all other
symbols and only after all the rerolls have been made, the other
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symbols (special and unique) are being taken into account. If both
players have on their die the reroll symbols then the symbols cancel
each other out and they have no effect (if one player has rolled
2 symbols and the other 1, then he may use one of his symbols). Reroll
symbols or the change symbol (the unique symbol on the feint die)
received thru rerolling a die has no effect on any players’ die.
Unique symbols on the fencing style dice
Each fencing style die has 1 unique symbol that effects combat in specific ways:

The unique symbols on

the fencing stance dies.

Attack die unique symbol (strike)
Rolling this strike symbol causes the opponents’ character to suffer
one additional wound regardless of whom won the combat or if it was
a tie (or even if the character of the player who rolled this symbol was
defeated in this combat). This wound can be normally prevented with
the dodge effect or with evade (the unique symbol of the dodge die).
Dodge die unique symbol (evade)

If a player rolls this evade symbol (remember consider it after
rerolls) then the combat is immediately over and considered to be
a tie. No character receives or deals wounds to the other (even from
the unique symbol on the attack die).
Feint die unique symbol (change)
The player who rolled this change symbol may choose any die (his
or opponents’) and sets it to any side. If both players rolled the
change symbol then they cancel each other out and they have no
effect. If this symbol is the effect of a reroll then it’s not being taken
into consideration. If you use this symbol to set a die to the reroll
or change symbol then player to whom this dice belong may not use
its effect. This symbol is being played out first, before rerolls and
other effects.
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Combat result

After rolling the dice and after potential
changes and rerolls (from symbols on
the feint die) have been made, count
the score (points on the skill dice and
advantage symbols on the die that
has advantage) on both players’ dice.
Character of the player, who achieved
the higher score, deals 1 wound to the

opponent’s character regardless of
which fencing style dice he rolled, plus
or minus any effects from symbols on
the attack and dodge dice and effects on
played command cards. For each wound
a character has received put a wound
token on his sheet.

· the dodge stance die he may move his
character 1 space at the end of combat.

· the feint stance die he may move the
opponent’s character that has lost
combat 1 space (even if he has not
received any wounds).

Additionally if a player wins using:

If both players achieved the same score then the combat is a tie and no characters
deals wounds to the other (one exception is the unique symbol on the attack die that
can also be negated with the dodge symbols).

Player 1

Player’s 1 score is 4 (4 on the skill die,
and 0 on the attack die because he
doesn’t count his advantage symbols).
Player’s 2 score is 3 (2 on the skill die,
and 1 for the advantage symbol). Player 1
wins combat and would deal 2 wounds to
Player 1

Player 2

the opponents’ character (1 for winning
combat, and 1 for the extra wound
symbol on the attack die) but player
2 rolled a dodge symbol (reducing the
amount of wounds he would receive by 1)
so he deals only 1 wound.
Player 2

Player’s 1 score is 4 (4 on the skill die, 0 on the attack die).
Player’s 2 score is 3 (3 on the skill die, and 0 for the advantage
symbol). Player 2 would lose combat but he uses his reroll symbol
to force player 1 to reroll his skill die and the new result on it is
2. After the reroll player 2 has a higher score than player 1 (3 to
2) so he wins combat. The character of player 1 suffers 1 wound
(because he lost combat) but also the character of player 2 suffers
1 wound (because of the unique “strike” symbol on the attack
die). After wounds are dealt player 2 may move player’s
1 character 1 space because he won using the feint die.
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Command cards and the game rules
often use keywords to describe certain
game effects, some are descriptive but
mostly they are in the form of keywords
whose full description you can find
listed in this chapter. Effects that uses

the keyword “may” don’t have to
be played out, they can be ignored.
Those who do not use the keyword
“may” always have to be played out
as soon as possible during the playing
out of an effect:

Effects that happen after the end of
an action, are played out immediately
after the end of the action before any

other effect takes place, and are not
considered to be part of that action.

This means that the character may
perform the described effect as
a standard action, so it counts as

a regular action and it costs 1 command
point and discarding 1 card from the
hand (like a “normal” standard action).

After the end of the action

As a standard action

At the end of the action

This effect is played out after all other
effects of the action have been played
out. After this effect no other effects

that are not activated at the end of the
action may be played out as a part of this
action.

Attack

With the attack effect a character
may attack an adjacent opponent’s
character. If a character may perform
multiple attacks from an effect, he may

attack many times the same opponent’s
character or multiple opponent’s
characters (one at a time).

Bolster

Put onto a character the number of bolster tokens equal to the
value of the bolster effect. For each bolster token this character
takes each fencing skill dice one level higher than it is printed
on his character sheet. A character may have any amount of
bolster tokens upon him at any time. A character must discard
all these tokens after the next combat in which this character
fights or at the end of his next action. Weaken and bolster
tokens cancel each other out; remove each pair from a character
if he receives them.
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Cancel the cards effect

Cancel the cards effect: This effect is
declared to be used and played out after
the player who played the card has paid
its full cost (including the special point
cost) and declared the target of the
played card, but before any effect of the
card has been played out. If a card has
its effect cancelled, it is immediately
put into its owners discard pile and no
effect from its card text is being played
out. The card is still counted as having

been played, and the active player
becomes the next player. Although the
card is counted as being played, it is not
counted as being played out so it doesn’t
influence for instance the 1 action limit
per character (if a card with an action
was cancelled then the character on
which the action was intended to be
played upon may still perform an action
this turn).

If an effect cancels the combat’s
result, don’t take into consideration
any symbols on the thrown dice, no
character from either side may receive
wounds, and no additional effects are
played out due to a win or loss (like
moving your character by winning with
the dodge die). If the effect further
states to consider the combat a tie, the
combat is considered to have ended in

a tie and no other effects are being
played out except for those that trigger
after the end of combat. If the effect
further states to resolve the combat
again, the whole combat sequence is
played out again (players may again
choose their fencing stances) and
all effects that where active during
the first combat are again taken into
consideration (like bolster or weaken).

Cancel the combat result

Defense

Put a defense token onto a character onto whom a defense effect
has been played upon. A character with a defense token always
counts to his combat score the advantage symbols regardless of
what dice he throws (with advantage or not). If he wins combat
he may not deal any wounds to the opponent’s character (even
from symbols on the attack die or other effects) and the combat is
considered a tie. Remove the defense token from this character at
the beginning of his next action or at the end of combat which he
fought in.

Discard pile

The discard pile is formed from
discarded cards next to their owner’s
deck. Cards in the discard pile are
placed face up and are always available
to view at any moment by any player.

If a card is discarded, it is always put
into the discard pile of the player’s
faction, which this card belongs to, or
the discard pile of the location cards.
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Dodge test

To play out this test roll a dodge die, if you roll a dodge or evade symbol the test is
passed if not then the test is failed.

Eliminated

A character that has been eliminated is
immediately removed from the board
and his character sheet is put aside.

All cards assigned to that character are
being discarded.

Field effect

A field effect affects the chosen space or character, and all spaces adjacent to that
space or character.

Friendly character

All your characters and all characters
that your team-mate currently views as

his characters (usually all characters from
your and your team-mate’s factions).

Haste

Put onto a character the amount of haste tokens equal to the
haste effect that has affected that character. For each haste
token this character receives 1 additional movement point to his
next action, and then discards all haste tokens.

Leave in play

A card that is supposed to be left in
play is put aside the game board, and
its effect remains active until the card
doesn’t become discarded. A card that is

left in play is discarded when the effect
on the cards states so, or another effect
discards the card, otherwise the card
stays in play until the end of the game.

Move spaces

Some effects allows you to move a
character a number of spaces instead
of giving a character movement points.
This type of effect doesn’t count as
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spending movement points. With
this effect you may move a character
up to the number of spaces indicated
by the effect.

Movement points

A character may spend movement
points to move the number of spaces
up to the number of movement points
available. Movement points may be
spent in any combination with other
effect that a character may use (for
instance he may spend part of his

movement points before and part after
an attack). A character doesn’t have to
spend all available to him movement
points. Unspent points are lost at the
end of an action or other effect that gave
a character movement points.

Opponent’s character

Any character that any of your
opponents’ view as currently his

character (usually all characters from
the opponent’s factions).

Play out

To play out an effect, rule or game
mechanic, simply follow all the
instructions associated with the effect,

mechanic, or game rule. Where it is
possible play each effect, mechanic and
game rule out one at a time.

Push
With the push effect a character may
move an opponent’s character directly
away (in a straight line) from his character
up to a number of spaces indicated by the
push effect value (you don’t have to push
for the whole value but you may not split
it into two or more “pushes”). The push
effect may be used at any time during an
action, and also with any combination of
spending movement points, but not while
playing out another effect (like during
a combat). Being pushed is not considered
as having spent movement points.

Range

Range is measured by counting how
many spaces, ignoring all objects on
the board and characters on the board,
would it take for a character to get to

the target space (for example range 3 is
a distance that a character could move
with 3 movement points ignoring all
objects).

Ready

Put a ready token onto a character onto which a ready effect has
been played out. When an opponent’s character enters a space
adjacent to your character with a ready token you may discard
the token to immediately attack that character. This attack
has to be played out before any effect the opponent wished to
use after he entered the space adjacent to your character (for
example attack, or push). During this combat ignore all effects
that influence combat caused by the command card that your
opponent played to move his character to the adjacent space.
Only effects that were active before the character was attacked
are being taken into account (for example if the character had
already a bolster token on him, or a stance card attached to
him). After the end of this combat your opponent may continue
his activation as normal.

Remove the card from the game

A card that is removed from the game
is put aside separately from the other
cards. It’s not being shuffled back into its

owner’s deck after he runs out of cards
to draw. No game effect may return that
card to play during this game.

Resurrection

A card with the resurrection effect may
be played from the discard pile for
its usual playing cost plus 1 command
point. After having played out a card
with resurrection effect, that has been
played from the discard pile (not from
the hand), remove it from the game.

With this effect you may choose an
opponent’s character up to a number

of spaces away from your characters,
indicated by the range (there is no line
of sight required). To see if you hit with
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A card with resurrection effect played
from the discard pile counts as a regular
card so it can be played only when the
player is the active. You can play only
one card with resurrection effect while
being the active player.

Fire

your fire, throw an attack die, if you roll
a special or unique symbol you hit the

target character if not you missed. If you hit
the target character apply to him the effect
described next to the fire effect in “( )”.

Slow

Put onto a character the amount of slow tokens equal to the
slow effect that has affected that character. The next time
this character would spend movement points he must first
discard each slow token for 1 movement point each. Only after
discarding all these tokens he may spend point on moving his
character. A character may have any amount of slow tokens
assigned to him. Discard all remaining slow tokens at the end of
that character’s action.

Stun

Put a stun token onto a character that has received the stun
effect. The next time this character performs an action the stun
token is removed and all the effects of that action are canceled.
Additionally the character may not use or perform any other
effects (like character abilities used during an action) and this
still counts as having performed an action. A character with
a stun token may not support or attack. If a character with a
stun token becomes attacked the stun token is immediately
removed from him and he receives 1 weaken token. A character
may have only 1 stun token assigned to him at a time.

Wound

Put the number of wound tokens onto a character sheet equal to
the amount of wounds suffered.

Weaken

Put onto a character the number of weaken tokens equal to the
value of the weaken effect. For each weaken token this character
takes each fencing skill dice one level lower than it is printed on
his character’s sheet. A character may have any amount of weaken
tokens upon him at any time; discard all these tokens after the
next combat in which he fights or at the end of his next action.
Weaken and bolster tokens cancel each other out, remove each
pair from a character if he receives them.
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Characters that are part of the faction you play with during the game. You control
your characters.
All factions start the game with
3 characters, some factions have the
possibility to add additional characters
to the board during the game (they do
not add to the amount of cards you are
allowed to draw). Each character starts
the game with a number of health points
printed on his character sheet. If
a character receives a number of wounds
equal to or higher than the number of
his health points then that character
becomes immediately eliminated from
the game. Each character starts the

Special point token

game with a number of special points
printed on his character sheet. This
value is only the starting value and does
not represent its maximum (of which
there is none). Each character has
a basic fencing skill value associated
with the 3 fencing stance dice. This
values can be modified by other game
effects like bolster or weaken. In the
absence of other effects the character
always uses these values to determine
which skill dice to use with the chosen
fencing stance die. Each character has
a skill that remains in effect for as long
as the character remains in the game.
Some cards remain attached to the
characters; slide those cards in a visible
way under the character’s sheet under
the appropriate space on the character’s
card sheet.

Characters faction
Life total
Name

Character’s
skill
Special points starting amount
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Basic fencing skill values for
the 3 fencing stances:
Red (attack), Green (dodge),
Blue (feint)

Skill cards

Skill cards are additional unique cards
that each faction possesses (they are not
shuffled into the card deck that players
use during the game). Each skill card
may be attached to a character, from
the faction he belongs to, adding him
additional skills (or constant effects),
that may be used during the game.
There is no limit of how many additional
skills a character may possess. The skill
cards count as a part of the character’s
sheet and cannot be removed from the

game by any command card or other
effect (they simply count as a part of
the character). Some scenarios list the
number of skill cards players may choose
to add to the characters for the duration
of the particular scenario. You have to
choose the skills you want to add to your
character (place the additional skill
cards next to the character’s sheet) at the
beginning of the game and you may not
change them, remove them, or give them
to other character during the game.

Example of a skill card

attached to a character.

Each faction in the game has its unique
type of special points that they gain
and can spend in their own unique way.
Each faction can spend special points
to play command cards with a special

point cost. They can also spend points to
activate special effects that are unique
to their faction. Mark the number of
special points a character has with the
special point tokens.

Polish nobles – fantasy

The Polish Nobles possess as their
special points fantasy. Distribute
at the end of the turn 1 fantasy point
among your characters for each
2 command points below 6 you are left
with at the end of the turn.
The polish nobles may spend their
points in a following way:
Spend any number of fantasy points

from the total of fantasy points
belonging to your character in order to
lower by an equal amount the command
point cost of playing on that character a
command card with an action or stance
(you may not spend points from one
character and play the card with lowered
cost on another character).

The Cossacks possess as their special
points fury.
A Cossacks character receives 1 fury
point for each dealt and/or received
wound during a combat (supporting is
not considered as taking part
in a combat).
The Cossacks may spend fury points in

a following way:
A Cossacks character may spend any
number of fury points to add to his
current action an amount of movement
points equal to the amount of fury
points spent (the movement points may
be added only during playing out an
action, also a standard action).

At the beginning of a 3-4 player game,
players choose a scenario designed for
that number of players and then choose
their factions. They determine initiative.
In a game all on all, only
characters from one of the factions
fighting in combat can support friendly
characters (you cannot support your
opponent in fighting another opponent’s
character). Opponents’ characters
whose faction members don’t take
part in combat still block supporting

possibilities (by standing adjacently to
a character, who otherwise could
support a friendly character).
In a team game characters from
the faction of your teammate may give
support in combat.
In a team game, cards that can
affect friendly characters may be
played upon your or your teammate’s
characters. Cards that may be played
onto your character may be played only
onto characters from your faction.

Cossacks – Fury:
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Many game effects take effect during
certain parts of the turn or phase. Here
is a complete breakdown of the turns

and phases to be used if an effect needs
to be played out in a particular time.

· Beginning of a new turn
· Regaining command points phase
· Acting phase
· The player with initiative becomes the first active player and may performs
one operation:
· Play a card or pass (if pass the next player becomes the active player)
· Declare the card the player wishes to play and the target of the card
· Pay the cards’ full cost
· Play out the effect of the card
· End playing out a card, end all effects that lasted for the duration of an
action
· Play out any effect that take place after the end of an action or other
command card
· The next player becomes the active player
· Cleaning up and drawing card phase
· End of all effects that lasted until end of turn
· Discard all cards that ended their effect
· Draw cards equal to the number of command points you have left in this turn,
· but not more than the number of characters you started the game with and ·
that are still in the game +1
· If you have more than 7 cards in your hand, discard cards to 7
· Pass the initiative token to the player on your left
· The turn ends and a new begins
· Combat sequence
· Beginning of combat and adding bolster effect from supporting characters
· Both players choose their fencing stance dice
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Revealing the chosen fencing stance dice
Choosing the right fencing skill dice based on the chosen fencing stance dice ·
and other effects
Both players throw dice simultaneously
Using the “change” effect of the feint die
Using the “reroll” effect of the feint die
Calculating the throw scores, determining the combat result
Distributing wounds (using the effects from the attack, and dodge die)
Playing out the additional win effects of the feint and dodge die (moving your
or opponents character)
End of combat
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Tavern brawl
Fighting raged. Up flew, hurled in the faces of opponents,
cups, mugs, bowls, and plates. The tables were overturned
and the chairs smashed. The innkeeper cried out like a hare,
leaping to the back door. “Gore!” “Woe” “Slava” was heard
from the tumult. There was a cloud of dust, and candles
burned. Blades of sabers flashed, thundered gunshots and
bullets ricocheted off the hard, old wood. They went fiercely
at one another - they were fighting to the very end, possessed,
drunk, angry - to the last drop of blood ...
At the beginning of the game players choose
with which factions they are going to play.
Players determine who has initiative.
Starting setup:

The player places their characters on the
orange and blue squares. The player with
initiative decides on which color squares he
wishes to set up his characters and places them
first.
Wining conditions:

The player who defeats all opponents’
characters or has the least wounds on his
characters (defeated characters count as
having a number of wounds equal their heath
total) at the end of the 10th turn, wins this
scenario.
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Raid
“Three armed men stood in the entrance to the inn. Their
faces were grim and bloody. “We came,” squeezed through the
clenched teeth, the most terrible of the three. “To pay back to
one of you ... pay a well-rounded measure of gunpowder
and blood.
- To saber! - Zuchowicz shouted, pushing the bench back.
“You can come and chop up my brother-in-law, but it will not
happen without a fight. I take the witness of all the angels of
heaven, that ye drew their weapons first!
“”Let it be,” snapped the Cossack, then threw himself
forward and his companions followed him. “

At the beginning of the game players choose
with which factions they are going to play, then
they decide who is going to play the faction,
who is the raiding and who is the defending
faction. The player who plays the defender
chooses one of his characters to be the target
of the opponent’s raid. Players determine who
has initiative. Each player may choose 2 skill
cards to attach to his characters.
Starting setup:

Wining conditions:

First the player doing the raid places his
characters on the blue squares. Then, the
defender places his characters on orange ones.

The player doing the raid wins the scenario when he defeats the character that is
the target of the raid. The defending player wins when he defeats all opponents’
characters or when the character who is the target of the raid escapes thru the
doorway of the tavern.
Scenario special rules:

The character that is the target of the raid received for the duration of this scenario
the effect “this character cannot spend more than 2 movement points during a turn,
and receives weaken 1 at the beginning of each combat”. This character may escape
thru the tavern doorway (green line) by standing on one of the two spaces directly
in front of the doorway and spending 1 movement point.
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Burn down the tavern
“Again and again Opilski was hitting his opponent with
his saber! - This is it! Our last stand! - he yelled, and jumped
aside, so he avoided the bottle that someone threw at him. But
all the bravery they put in defending the tavern, all their effort
went to waste.
The wounded and tired knights saw how the torches flung
by the Cossacks had set fire to the roof. The inn was filled with
bitter smoke and the heat became unbearable. They had to run
if they wanted to save their lives. So they dashed outside.
The fire was spreading quickly. Maybe even faster than a
saber swing, faster than a gunshot. None of them tried to do
anything - they could only stand and watch until everything is
burned to the ground.”

At the beginning of the game players choose with
which factions they are going to play, then they decide
who is going to play the faction, who is trying to burn
down the tavern and who the defending faction.
Players determine who has initiative. Each player
may choose 2 skill cards to attach to his characters.
Starting setup:

Wining conditions:

The player who tries to burn down the tavern places
his characters first on the blue squares, and then the
defending player places his characters anywhere
above the orange line.

· The player who is burning down the
tavern wins when he sets the whole
tavern on fire.
Scenarios special rules:

· The defending player wins when he
defeats all opponents’ characters or at
the end of turn 10.

The player who is burning down the tavern can set it on fire by standing with his
character on or being adjacent to if it’s not free, one of the red squares in the corners
of the tavern and playing out a standard action with that character (the whole action
is spent on igniting the tavern; no other effect is gained thru or may be added to that
action). The first time a character tries to ignite fire in a new corner he has to throw
the attack die. If he rolls a special or unique symbol, he succeeds to set it on fire, if he
doesn’t, he fails and needs to try one more time (again using a standard action). The
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second time it is an automatic success (it doesn’t
have to be the same character and even the next
turn, it only has to be the second time for that
corner). In order to set the tavern on fire and win
this scenario the player must perform this standard
action on all 4 red squares in all the corners of the
tavern. Each time the player sets on fire a new red
square, some squares in the tavern become treated
as squares with a fireplace. Place a fireplace token
on the appropriate squares:
1 ignition: green

2nd ignition: blue

3rd ignition: yellow

After 2 corners of the tavern have been ignited, heavy smoke starts to fill the tavern.
From this moment apply this effect to all characters “a character may not spend more
than 2 movement points during a turn”.

Theft
- No greasy Lachian hog will lay his hands on Zaporozhe gold! We paid for this gold
with our own blood, invading cursed Lucifer himself in Istanbul!
Three nobles went back seeing the madness combined with desperation in the eyes
of the Cossack Ataman. The case looked simple, at first - get a small box filled with
coins from drunk Cossack band with force or cunning. No one expected that three
Zaporos warlords would want to defend it until death.
“Cunning will not work here,” Opilski whispered.
“Yeah, now the sabers will talk,” Krempski replied.
At the beginning of the game players choose with
which factions they are going to play, then they
decide who is going to play the faction who is stealing
the treasure chest and who the defending faction.
Players determine who has initiative. Each player
may choose 3 skill cards to attach to his characters.
Starting setup:

Place the treasure chest token on the yellow square.
The player who is making the theft places his
characters first on the blue squares, the defender
sets up second anywhere but adjacent to the
opponent’s characters or on the square with the
treasure chest token.
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Win conditions:

The player who is trying to steal the treasure chest wins if he manages to
escape the tavern with the treasure chest thru the doorway.
The defending player wins when he defeats all opponent’s characters or
at the end of turn 10.
Scenario special rules:

Any character from the faction who is
trying to steal the treasure chest may
pick up the chest using a standard
action (the whole action is spent on
picking up the chest; no other effect is
gained from that action and no other
effect may be added to this action).
Members of this faction may pass
one another the chest when standing
adjacent to each other and performing
a similar standard action as described
above (the passing character performs
the action). If a character that was in
possession of the chest is defeated, the
chest is dropped and must be picked up
again. The character who is currently

in possession of the chest gains the
following effect “this character may not
spend more than 2 movement points
during a turn, and gains weaken 2 at
the beginning of each combat”. The
character with the chest may escape the
tavern by standing on one of the two
squares directly in front of the doorway
(green line) and spending 1 movement
point. Characters from the defending
faction may not end their movement
on a square with the chest token, they
may also not be moved or pushed onto
a space with the chest token (they may
move and be moved or pushed thru
a space with the chest token).

Debt
- Have mercy on me gentlemen! This is wrong! Do not
do that! This is terrible injustice! “The innkeeper shouted,
skillfully jumping from one to the other, avoiding the capture.
All of the attendants stared at the indebted innkeeper who
owed them money. “Now tell us where did you hide our coins?”
– shouted both parties almost simultaneously!
Each player chooses one faction to play. Players
determine who has initiative. Each player may
choose 2 skill cards to attach to his characters.
Starting setup:

Place the tavern keeper character token in the
center of the board (the blue square). Then the
player with initiative decides whether to set up on
the orange or green squares and sets up first, then
the second player sets up his characters on the
remaining colored squares.
Win conditions:

Scenario special rules:

The player who first gathers three clue tokens
from the tavern keeper or defeats all opponent’s
characters, wins the game.

No player may play any cards upon the tavern keeper character, or play out on him
any effect (like attack, shoot, push etc.), and no effects influence this character
other than described in this special rules section. A player character may perform
as a standard action, when standing adjacent to the tavern keeper (instead of the
usual standard action effects), one of the following:
· Move the tavern keeper character 2 spaces (he may not be
moved into the fireplace)

· If the tavern keeper character is not adjacent to any opponent’s
character, gain 1 clue token.
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Lady in distress
There was no time to think. The invaders will be here soon. If they
had had more time they could have hidden the scared bride, but time was
gone. They could only wait and be ready to defend her with their arms and
if necessary, cover with their own breasts.
She seemed frightened, pale and not present. She knew that in front of
her eyes a terrible battle would take place, where no one would be spared,
and the whole floor would be covered with blood. She knew that either her
defenders would meet the task, or she would be taken into custody.
The only thing she could do was whisper prayers and listen to the
sounds of horses’ hooves on the road ..
At the beginning of the game players choose with
which factions they are going to play, then they
decide who is going to play the faction that is
defending the Lady character and who is going to
play the kidnapping faction. Players determine
who has initiative. Each player may choose 3 skill
cards to attach to his characters.
Starting setup:

Place the Lady character token onto the orange
square, then the player who plays the faction that
is defending her, places his characters anywhere
on the board but adjacent to the blue squares. Next the kidnapping player places his
characters on the blue squares.
Win conditions:

The kidnapping player wins if he manages to bring the Lady character to one of the
blue starting squares. The player who is defending the Lady character wins at the
end of turn 10. Both players win if they defeat the opponent’s characters.
Scenario special rules:

No player may play any cards upon the
Lady character, or play out on her any
effect (like attack, shoot, push etc.),
and no effects influences this character
other than described in this special rules
section. A character who is adjacent to the
Lady character, while no other opponent’s
character is adjacent to her, may move
the Lady character one space; each time
he spends a movement point (he moves
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first, then he moves the Lady), but only
in a way that the Lady character remains
adjacent to this character after being
moved one space. This can be repeated
only 3 times per turn (so the maximum
spaces the Lady character can be moved
during a turn is 3), play out this effect one
movement point at a time. Any character
adjacent to the Lady character receives;
weaken 1 at the beginning of each combat.

Interference – no limit of
Stance – 1 stance per
character per turn (the new number of interference you
stance replaces the previous are allowed to play
stance on the character)
· 2 movement points
· 1 movement point, 1 attack
· Become ready after the end of the action
· This character receives a defense token

3. High skill die
4. Master skill die
1

2

3

4

sk il L dice
l evel s

1. Low skill die
2. Medium skill die

fencing
stance die

Advantages on the fencing stance die:
Each advantage symbol adds 1 to the
player’s combat score, but it counts only
when the stance (die) has advantage.

tur n - 3 phases

Action – 1 action per
character per turn

Standard action – discard a command
card and pay 1 command point to
perform one of the following actions
with your character:

3. Cleaning up and drawing
cards phase – discard cards
that ended their effect – draw
cards equal to the number of
remaining command points
but not more than the number
of characters you have left in
the game +1

com M an d
car ds

2. Acting phase – each
player starting with the
one with initiative chooses
one operation to perform
– playing out a card or pass
– if all players one after
another choose to pass this
phase ends

stan dar d
action

1. Regaining command
points phase – set the
number of command
points to 6 unless
another effect changes
this value

Attack die:

Dodge die:

Unique symbol (strike):
1 additional wound
regardless of the combat
result (exception evade)

Unique symbol (evade):
Unique symbol (change):
combat is immediately
change any result on any die
over and is considered a tie to a different result

Special symbol (extra
Special symbol (dodge):
wound): 1 additional
1 less wound during this
wound if you win combat combat

If you win using the dodge
die you may move your
character 1 space

Feint die:

Special symbol (reroll): reroll
your or your opponents’ die
(only 1 each die per combat)

If you win using the feint die
you may move the opponents’
character 1 space

unique symbol s fencing stance dice

Special and unique symbols on the fencing stance dice:
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